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FREETRADE:A LOSS OF (THEORETICAL)
NERVE?t

The Narrowand Broad Arguments for Free Trade
By PAUL R. KRUGMAN*
Economistshave a notorious, only partly
deserved reputation for disagreeing about
everything. One thing that almost all
economists have almost always agreed
about, however, is the desirabilityof free
trade.
Why are economists free-traders? It is
hard not to suspect that our professional
commitmentto free trade is a sociological
phenomenonas well as an intellectualconviction, that is, that there is more to it than
our altruisticdesire to persuade society to
avoid deadweightlosses. After all, if social
welfare were all that were at stake, we
should as a professionbe equallycommitted
to, say, the use of the price mechanismto
limit pollution and congestion. However,
supportfor free trade is a badge of professional integrity in a way that support for
other, equallyworthycauses is not. By emphasizingthe virtues of free trade, we also
emphasize our intellectual superiorityover
the unenlightenedwho do not understand
comparativeadvantage.In other words, the
idea of free trade takes on special meaning
preciselybecause it is someplacewhere the
ideas of economists clash particularly
stronglywith popularperceptions.
On the other hand, the contrastbetween
what economists know and everyone else
believes about trade creates special incentives for economists to turn apostate. In
1986John Culbertsonwas givenprimespace
in The New York Times, not once but three

times, to propoundexactlythe same confusion between comparativeand absolute ad-

vantagethat Ricardohad exploded170years
earlier. (On the strength of that performance he was then invited to publish an
article in the Harvard Business Review).

Lester Thurow's (1992) latest book is a
best-seller because it seems to agree with
the popularview of internationaltrade as a
struggle over market shares, even if some
appreciationof general equilibriumis hidden in the footnotes. And despite her considerable qualifications,does anyone think
that LauraTyson would have attractedthe
attention that has now made her the president's chief economic adviser if she had
criticized conventional wisdom on health
care or social securityinstead of trade policy?
Let me be clear from the outset that
economists are basicallyright and the general public basically wrong about international trade. Those who criticize the professional conventionalwisdom rarely do so
because they have a serious alternative.
Usually what their objections amount to is
simply a failure to understandthe idea of
opportunitycost. And it is certainlydisturbingwhen rewardsare lavishedon economists
or self-describedpolitical economists who
seem to pander to popularmisconceptions.
Yet there is still the question of what
really is known about trade policy. Is the
case for a free-trade policy really as overwhelming as the professional consensus
might suggest?The answer,I will argue, is
no: there is a case for free trade, but it is a
more subtle and above all a more political
case than we are used to making.
I. What We Know about International Trade

tDiscussants: Drusilla K. Brown, Tufts University;
Dani Rodrik, Columbia University; J. David Richardson, Syracuse University.

Since the late 1970's there has been a
fundamentalrethinkingof the theory of international trade. This rethinkinghas not
thrownout the grandtraditionof trade the-
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ory,but it has modifiedthat traditionenough
to create a new climateof doubt aboutwhat
we actually know about trade and trade
policy.What is the currentstate of play?
The first thing that seems pretty clear is
that internationalspecialization and trade
cannot be explainedsimplyby an appeal to
comparative advantage, that is, speaking
loosely,by countriestradingin orderto take
advantageof their differences.While comparative advantage due to differences in
resources and exogenous differences in
technology is clearly important, so is specializationdrivenby economies of scale and
externaleconomies.The importanceof noncomparative-advantagesources of specialization is not, or at any rate should not be,
news: the importanceof increasingreturns
has repeatedly been emphasized by acute
observers of trade, including Bertil Ohlin
himself. What has happened since the late
1970's,however,is that the role of increasing returns has been codified in nice models; since economists prefer to emphasize
those aspects of the world they think they
understand,this codificationhas made increasing-returnsstories about trade and
specializationmuch more compellingto our
ears than they used to be.
Once one has abandoned the assumptions of constant returns and perfect competition, one has also abandoned the
Arrow-Debreuworld in which marketsnecessarilyproduce a Pareto optimum;so the
"new trade theory"that legitimizedimperfect competition in positive discussion of
trade also opened the door to possible arguments for governmentintervention.Also, in
the mid-1980'sthere was a flurryof excitement over the idea, first enunciated by
JamesBranderand BarbaraSpencer(1985),
that governmentscould successfullyengage
in "strategic"trade policies that would help
domestic firms snatch excess returns away
from foreign rivals.
After severalyears of theoreticaland empiricalinvestigation,however,it has become
clearthat the strategictradeargument,while
ingenious,is probablyof minor real importance. Theoreticalwork,has shown that the
appropriatestrategicpolicy is highly sensi-
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tive to details of marketstructurethat governments are unlikely to get right, while
efforts to quantify the gains from rentsnatchingsuggestsmallpayoffs.(For surveys
of this literature,see ElhananHelpmanand
Krugman[1989]and Krugmanand Alasdair
Smith [1993]).Free trade is not the optimal
policy, these studies suggest, but clever interventionist policies will do only a little
better.
These results apply, however,only to efforts to captureexcess returnsin oligopolistic industries.What about external economies? International economists have long
known that external economies could provide an argumentagainst free trade. Since
we have little empirical evidence on the
actual importance of external economies,
however,it is difficultto know how important this argumentsreally is. My personal
guess, based in part on looking at semiplausiblenumericalexamples,is that external economies will turn out to be a more
importantargumentagainstfree trade than
excess returns,but that we will still be talking about relativelysmall stakes. I propose
the following question: suppose that the
United States were to carry out a clever,
completelyantisocialattempt to corner the
world market in high-externalityindustries,
and that the rest of the world were to
remain entirely passive as it did so. How
much would this raise real income in the
United States? I would guess less than 1
percent.
If this guess is right,then the widespread
popular view that the economic future of
the United States rests on its success in a
"head-to-head" international competition
over who gets the good industries is basically if not totally wrong. However, to say
that trade is not a zero-sumgame is not the
same as saying that free trade is the best
policy.I havejust arguedthat the new trade
theory,while it refutes the positionthat free
trade is optimal, does not suggest that any
alternativewill achieve great results. Still,
why should free trade be the null hypothesis? There are, I think, two arguments
for free trade that survive the revolution
in international trade theory: a narrow
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tic distortion,rather than to exploit market
power in trade.
In practice,the theoryof domesticdistornomic.
tion is rarelyused to prescribeactual policies. Instead, it is used as a debatingpoint
II. The Narrow Economic Argument for
against interventionisttrade policies. SupFree Trade
pose, for example,that someone arguesfor
If marketswere perfect, then laissez-faire import restrictionsto save jobs in some inin general, and free trade in particular, dustry. The economist can then make an
would be Pareto optimal. This is the sim- argumentsomethinglike this: "Well, if it's
plest case for free trade, but it has a prob- jobs that are the objective,then let's subsilem: since marketsare imperfect,it is clearly dize employmentin that industry-the cost
an untruecase in fact.
to the taxpayerswill be about $xxx,000per
There is, however,a much more sophisti- job saved. Oh, you'renot willingto pay that
price? But you know an import quota is
cated economic case for free trade. It is
that, while markets are without question even more expensivewhen you consider its
imperfect,the appropriatefix for their im- true costs. So you must really not want
one."
perfections rarely involves trade policy per
However, while the theory of domestic
se. What is wrongwith marketsis usuallya
domesticdistortion,best fixed by a surgical distortionsis an effective argumentagainst
particularprotectionistproposals, it seems
policy aimed directly at the source of the
somewhat lacking as a positive argument
marketfailure.
The theory of domestic distortions was for free trade. Is it possible to offer somedeveloped during the 1960's (see Jagdish thing stronger? Only if one goes beyond
Bhagwati [1971] for a classic exposition). narroweconomicjustificationsand discusses
The canonical example is a perfectly com- political economy.
petitive economydistortedby an exogenous
III. The Broad(Political-Economy)
wage differential, say, between unionized
Argumentfor FreeTrade
and nonunionizedindustries.The first-best
policy to deal with this distortionis a wage
The broad argument for free trade, to
subsidy. A production subsidy is secondbest. Trade policy, if it is the only tool, can which manyeconomistsimplicitlysubscribe,
raise welfare, but it is only a third-best is essentiallypolitical:free trade is a pretty
good if not perfect policy,while an effort to
policy.
deviate from it in a sophisticatedway will
In the imperfectlycompetitive world of
probably end up doing more harm than
the new trade theory, it is not so easy to
produce strong policy rankings. Nonethe- good.
Let me offer two examples of how this
less, efforts to quantifystrategictrade models suggest that the presumption against might work. First, imagine trade between
trade policyas a preferredtool remains.For two countries that both have considerable
example, Avinash Dixit (1988), in a path- market power. It is a familiar point that
breakingif somewhattongue-in-cheekanal- even in a world of perfect markets, each
ysis of policies for the automobileindustry, countryhas an incentiveto try to exploit its
found modest gains to the United States marketpower with an optimal tariff.Yet if
from a small tariff. A subsidy to domestic both countries impose unilaterallyoptimal
production, however, was nearly as effec- tariffs, the resulting trade war will move
tive, and when both tariff and subsidywere them off their contract curve and (if they
allowed, both the tariff rate and the incre- are not too asymmetric)leave both countries worse off than if they had adopted
mental gains from the tariffwere trivial.In
other words, the real reason for interven- free-tradepolicies. In this situationit would
tion was almost entirelyto correcta domes- be in their mutual interest to committhemeconomic argumentand a more compelling
argumentthat is as much political as eco-
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selves to free trade. They could, of course,
commit to some other efficient set of policies. One mayplausiblyargue,however,that
amongthe set of efficientpolicies free trade
would be uniquelyeasy to define and monitor and would thus stand out as a focal
point for negotiation.
Now suppose that a new trade theorist
comes along and informsthe countriesthat
marketsare imperfect,and free trade is not
really an efficient policy after all. There is,
however,no simple and easily defined policy that can take its place, and the gains
from optimaldeviationsfrom free trade will
be small. What should the countriesdo?
It seems quite reasonable to argue that
the countries should stick with free trade
rather than try somethingcomplicatedthat
could easily lead to a breakdownin cooperation. The perfect may be the enemy of the
good: free trade may be a reasonable,ruleof-thumbway of avoidingwhat could otherwise degenerate into a prisoner'sdilemma,
in which a seemingly more sophisticated
strategymight fail.
This first examplemay be somewhatlacking in force, since countries do not often
seem to set tariffsin order to realize market
power in trade. Instead, they seem to protect in order to redistributeincome to selected producergroups.Althoughthere have
been some attempts to model this political
process, notably the clever recent effort by
Gene Grossmanand Helpman (1992), it is
not yet possible to offer as neat a story as
that of optimal tariff warfare.Nonetheless,
it is not too hard to imagine that setting
trade policy also amountsto a kind of prisoner's dilemma:in a countryin which each
interest group gets the protection it wants,
the net effect may be to make even the
interest groupsthemselvesworse off than if
there had been a prior commitmentto free
trade. (This is more likely to be true if one
thinks of policy as a Rawlsian process in
which rules of the game are set before the
playersare sure whether or not their interest group will be one of the favored ones).
As in the first example,free trade may not
be optimal, in the sense that it is on the
interest groups' contract curve, but it may
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be the best solutionthat is simpleenoughto
be negotiableand enforceable.
These examples suggest how one can be
both a new trade theorist and a free-trader.
That is, one can believe quite stronglythat
the internationaleconomy bears little resemblanceto the perfectlycompetitive,constant-returnsworld of pre-1980 theory and
yet at the same time continue to support
free trade as the best policywe are likely to
get. That is indeed the position that I personallyhold.
IV. The Political Economy of Trade Theory

I think that I havejust offered a coherent
story of how one can combine a new-fangled view of the world economywith a traditional view about trade policy. This then
raises two questions.
First is whethernew thinkingabout trade
may not itself do harm.In both of my examples, one finds that it is a bad thing to try to
be too clever. It follows that an economist
who points out the weaknessesof the traditional argumentfor free trade may end up
reducing everyone's welfare. Does this
mean, then, that it would have been better
not to thinkthese thoughts-or at least that
challenges to free trade should have been
treated like recombinant DNA, handled
carefullyso as not to contaminatethe real
world? On the other hand, if after all the
rethinkingof internationaltrade all we end
up with is a sadder but wiser endorsement
of free trade, does the theorydo anyoneany
good?
The answer to the first question is, one
hopes, that trying to understand how the
worldworksis a terriblydifficultexercise;it
will be an impossibleone if the economistis
burdenedwith the additionalresponsibility
of tryingto avoid saying anythingthat may
be misused. One might also add that in the
long run even the cause of free trade is
probablybest served by having as sophisticated a model of trade as possible. For
example,a few years ago it was commonfor
advocates for aggressive trade policy like
Bruce Scott (1985) to dismisseconomistson
the grounds that their theories neglected
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"dynamic"aspects. We can now answer,
truthfully,that we have looked pretty thoroughlyinto those dynamicaspectsand found
their policy implicationsto be limited.
It is, to be honest, somewhatdisappointing that a fundamentalrethinkingof theory
can have such modest implicationsfor policy;but this does not mean that nothinghas
been accomplished. Even if the ultimate
aim of economictheoryis better policy,one
does not best serve that aim by trying to
make everyjournalarticleinto a policy proposal. The immediatepolicy implicationsof
a new idea are in the end less important
than its intellectualcontribution.There are
plenty of people out there tryingto change
the world in variousways;the point of economic researchis to understandit.
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